Effects of stop-signal modality on the N2/P3 complex elicited in the stop-signal paradigm.
The principal aim of the present study was to clarify how stop-signal modality affected the speed and efficacy of stopping, using ERP components as converging measures of stop processes. Both performance and ERP latency findings suggested faster processing of stop signals in the auditory than visual version of the stop task. The effects of successful versus unsuccessful stopping on the amplitude and topography of N2/P3 components elicited by the stop signals appeared to be largely independent of the modality of the stop signals. Stop signals elicited a fronto-central N2 that was much larger on unsuccessful than successful stop trials in stimulus-locked waveforms. N2 was followed by a P3 component that showed a fronto-central distribution on successful stop trials. P3 elicited on unsuccessful stop trials showed a posterior-parietal focus, but this topography was manifested more clearly in response-locked than stimulus-locked waveforms. A dipole source analyses confirmed these topographical differences of P3, and further showed that the location of the corresponding dipoles remained largely identical across the visual and auditory versions of the stop-signal task. Taken together, the present findings support the suggestion that ERP components in the stop task reflect endogenous aspects of stop-signal processing, such as effective inhibition of responses on successful stop trials and detection of errors on failed inhibition trials.